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A·S Council Decides

Eastern Washington State College

Students who withdraw fror,n school
and fail to turn in their Associated Student Activities Card wi 11 forfeit $7
from their refund.

Coeds Receive Honors . DougJas•sCaler,
Excused Con,

Top Students
To Receive

Jhursday, 10:30

Maior Phyllis McKinney, RO·
TC Sponsor of the Quarter, is
p.-eparing her company for the
forthcoming Wenatchee Appl~
Blossom Festival May 5. Her
company and • other ROTC
groups will also perform for
tf1e LUac Festival in Spokane
1·a ter in M•y.

Suella Pampori, the Louise
Anderson sponsored foreign
stu~ent from Greece, has been
accepted to do her graduate
work at Stanford Univenity.
Miss Pamopri is a physical
education maior and will ~o
g·N duate w~rk . in tl\e field of
physieal therapy.

13 Seniors ~~ardetl · 264-vo,e i'l1
Booki, Certlf1(ales AS Ele<:tio.ri
Thirteen · seniors will graduate spring quarter with •a 3.25
accumulative grade point aver..
age. In recognition of their
academic achievement Associated Students will present
them with a leather bound
book and a certificate at graduation. Scheduled to receive
the awards are Jerry Stanley;
Lucile Copeland, Laurel Hanson, Robert Johnson, Janet
Morow, Barbara Harlan, Lou
Ann Crass, Roger Anderson,
Katherine Lyman, Peggy Lew•
is, David Lewis, Marylin Koch
and Lillis King.
A brief case and a certificate
will be awarded in recognition
for high scholastic and Senior
academic standing to Bertha
Glenn 3.38. John Materie 3.47,
John Olson 3.28, Carol Rogers
3.46, Alice Chapman 3.41, and
Marshall Sugiyama 3.44.
Five students who have
reached junior academic standing while maintaining an aceumulative grade point of 3.25
will receive a certificate and a
pin in recognition of their
achievement. They include
Wesley Stone 3.3'9, Fred Montoya 3.38, Patricia Moore 3.42,
Maureen Shiflett 3.62, and Rachel Stillman 3.47.
11

FREEDOM RIOE 11

"Freed Ride," a new documentary motion picture will be
shown in the Capri room of the
Union at 12:40 p. m. and 6 p.
m. tomorrow. The film is a pictorial record of the course of
t he Freedom Riders. The fib~
starts with the Freedom Riders' departure from Washington, D. C., and on through Virginia and the Carolinas to
Georgia1 The film witnesses
the beatings, violence, and bus
burning in Anniston, the riots
in Birmingham and Montgomery and the jailings in Jackson,
Huston, and Shreveport. Courage, daring and bra very are
exhibited by peoples of aH races and from all walks of llie,
determined to end segregation.

Bruce Jameson, Susan Rehwere
elected ·for the position of
representative-at-l~rge, · AS'C
election ·committee announced.
This is 't he way 264 students
voted:
Fred Wallick 98, Bruce Jameson 178, Ken Schmidt 45, Susan Rehfeld 168, Julie McCune
92, Dave Smith 76 and Les
Francis 103.

·fcld, and Le"s Francis

Donald<Smilh Gefs
Joti.:At~_
(entr-1 Donald King Smith, Eastern
assistant professor of rrtusic
and· noted Pacific Northwest
pianist, bas resigned to accept
a position as associate professor of m1:1sic· at Central Washington State college 'in Ellensburg.
Smith has been at Eastern
since 1954, and has been assistant ·p rofessor of music since
1959. His resignation was accepted by the EWSC board of
trustees il) .a. meeting over the
weekend in Ellensburg.
Now working on a doctor of
music _arts degree at_the University of Southern California, ·
Smith is beihg assisted by his
wife, working on a two-piano
mt1jor performance degree.
Smith, with his wife Patricia,
is one of the outstanding duopiano teams in the Inland Empire. They have appeared many
times as soloists with the Spokane Symphony orchestra and
have given concerts in a score
of Canadian cities, Mr. and
Mrs. Smith have been featured
soloists in a number of concerts at the college.

AMS
VOLUME 12

Recognition

"Who and What Makes Our
Foreign Policy" will be t he topic of the next excused con,
Thursday, April 26 at 10:30 in
Bali loµnge.
Mr. Douglass Cater, Washington editor of "The Reporter" magazine will be t he speaker.
Winner of Guggenheim and
Eisenhower fellowships, Cater
is moderator of the Columbia
Broadcasting System television
show, "Caucus." He is a fre<Juent traveler in Europe, Asia,
Russia and the satellite nations.
eater's forceful and perceptive commentaries on political
events have drawn enthusias•
tic audiences from coast to
coast.
A question and an.swer per. iod will follow his talk.

Top students of the year will
be recognized as such following action by the Associated
Student council at a recent
meeting.
As outlined in the provisions
for the awards, eligibility in~ludes: Any regularly enrolled student at EWSC who has
completed 14 or more houri:dn
his major field (provided his
major department is otherwise
qualified) and has a CGPA of
3.00
or above, in his field is
Janos Horvath
eligible to receive the award}
One award will be made at
Experiences In
1he Spring Awa:rds cdn by the
head of each department whieh
Communist Camp
offers a major pr.egram and
On f on Program
has 10 or more declared majuMy Experience in a Commu- ors.
Selection will be made by
nist Labor Camp11 is the topic,
members
of tlie staff of each
of the 10:40 convocation in the
eligil>le
d~partment
who wilf
Bali Lounge, April 27. Dr.
Janos Horvath, associate pro- meet prior to the Spring
fessor of economics from Whit• Awards con each year and seLeading Bandmaster
man College, Walla Walla, wil'I lect its reeipient' from among
those students who are otlier.:.
be the speaker.
·T:er Condu·c t Band ·
wise qualified on the basis of
his overall academic record i
One . of the country's outachievements in the field ..t~
standing bandmasters,
Dr.
date,
and promise as a, profesFrank Simon, will be guest
in the field. ' ·
sional
conductor of Eastern's concert
Popcorn balls, cupcakes and
The
awardshall consist of a
band in its spring concert Fri• cookies. will be sold Wednes9"
x
12"
wooden
walnut-stained
~day evening,,, Thf.. pr~gram, day, May 2 by the Ellen H.
plaque
with
a
beveled
edge
starting at 8:'15, is open to the Richards Home Economics
bearing
a
headplate
to
be
en~
public.
club. The sale will be held on graved "Top ................ Student
1Dr. Simon, for many years
the first floor of Showalter of the Year" and 18 1" x 2"
cornetist with the late John outside room 110.
nameplates to be engraved 'anPhillip• Sousa, is one of the ornually with the name of the
ganizers and past presidents of .
r
ecipient and the year to be
the American Bandmasters ashung
near the department
sociation.
headquarters.
It is generally acknowledgThis award is not for seniors
ed that Dr. Simon is the best
only.
Members of any class
I
equippecl and endowed intermay be named the recipient of
the annual award.
This year will mark the first
presentation
of the awards.
Sending a rocket ship to
Mars equipped with an automatic laboratory to sample
To
Martian soil, atmosphere, rad- Trophy
iation from the sun, out~r Off-Campus- Group
space and cosm~c rays is a project in exobiology on which
Off Campus Students won
Eastern professor Dr. Vincent th~ scpolar~hi:p trophy for wih~Stevens will be working this ter quarter wit arti acc\Jmul:i:.
summer.
tive gra!'.1e ~int average ' of
- r;lrQject· Mariner B will be 2.71. This annoUncent~lit was ·
conducted by the department f!)ade . by. Jerry Stanly, exeeu~
of exobiology at Stanford uni- hve Vice-president; at a recentr
versity. Exobiology is the study AS Council meeting.
of life on other planets.
Grades told the tale on the
Primary function of t:tie campus men when Louise Anrocket is to determine whether derson placed second with a
there is life on Mars even in 2.60 average and Senior Hall's
primitive form. The rocket will 2.55• average taking third. The
be launched in the fall of 1964 combined efforts of the comand will land on Mars in the muters netted'· them a 2.50.
Spring, 1965. The rocket will Girls again took the lead. Monnot return, but information will roe hall netted a 2.44 over·
be telemetered back from the Garry hall's 2.41. Sutton hall's
Dr. Frank Simon
laboratory inside the rocket.
2.33 and Hudson hall's 2.31
preter of the Sousa traditions.
Working with the project di- completed the standings.
His long association with the rector, Dr. Ellio Levinthal, and
Jerry also stated that five
great bandmaster has made Nobel prize-winner Joshua percent fewer students are on
him an authority of record.
Lederberg, Dr. Stevens will be probation this quarter than a
For the past 20 years he pas assisting with the construction year ago at this time.
been director of the band de·• of the laboratory for the rockpartments at two Cincinnati et. His job will be to assay enmusic schools and has trained zymes which attack genes,
hundreds of young musicians.
which concerns soil bacteria.
Dr. Simon's appearance at
Dr. Stevens has also been
EWSC will also include a band named consulting biochemist
clinic to be held Saturday.
for the clinical laboratory at
More than 200 high school Deacaness hospital in Spokane.
"Bell, Book and•Candle" will •
and junior higb school honor He will serve in an advisory be presented by the French
band students and 50 band di- capacity in developing new Club tonight at 7 p. m. in Bali ·
rectors from as many Eastern techniques and processes for lounge. This picture stars Kim
Washington schools are expect- the new and expanded facili- Novak. Admission charges are
ed to attend the clinic.
1~ and 25 cents.
ties in the hospital.

Bake Sa'l·e May 2

To Sla,nford And

As.signment Mars
For Dr. 'l. s.tev.ens

Goes

'Bell, Book and
fandle' on Program

Political Forum Convenes at

CHENEY, WASHINGTON

9:30
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SOUNDING BOARD

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS......
..-.::.

~

The Editors, Easterner,
EWSC, Cheney, Wash.
Dear Editors:
I am writing in regards to
your school paper printed last
week, April 18th. My son, wp.o
attends Witworth, and who
has a friend going to your
school, brought home your paper last week and I happened
to pick it up. Let me tell you,
m. Editor. I was deeply
shocked at the contents of your
paper. The writers of your paper must be all Communists, to
say the least. The first article
I picked to read, was that horrible article written by a Mister
Dressel. The very idea! Our
city leaders get together to
fight communism, and to make
the poor unfortunates aware of
the red beasts, and at the same
time, our own sons and daughter are exposed to articles. like
this. How cap there be , any
hope for the youth of America?
After finishing the one articel, I read another peice of
propaganda written by Lloyd
Humphrey . .This Dr. Costigan,
he quotes from is pust another
of those Communists ... who
worm their way into the good
graces of students by using
mealymouthed phrases, and
talking about educating the
yt0ung. Sure, he wants to educate the young people to Communism., And I wasn't fooled
by the references to "Freedom
Groups," I knew he was attacking the fine group of dedicated
gentlemen who have given of
their time and money to alert
the public to the dangers of
communism. These people, who
give of their time and energy
deserve a medal for the sacrifice they are making. They will
triumph in the, end!
And as for your student paper! I am personally going to
write to J. Edgar Hoover, and
let him know that we are harboring communists in our own
colleges, and universities. I
have worked hard, along with
my husband, to put our son
through college, and then I
find that he has to associate
with the people who are trying
to destroy our American way
of life that our dear forefathers gave their life's blood to
defend.
Mrs. B. Pine
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(
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-

Hairy legs and dirty sweat hirts have provoked a rash of complaints concerning Eastern men and their current mode of dress
on campus. It seems that something has got to be done!
11
~@-we HA'f6 ro ~12 YoLI Ar HOMe P/Zof£S5a< 6NAIZ~
The most provocative problem has arisen in the dining hall
Bt..lT
COLILD WG 1J?aJf3l..G" Yct.J A MOM~Nf -rt, C7/~CU% A COL.IPL-~
where the masculine set often appears in costume which are
OF
CyUE'5,tONS
Q-J iHAt ~)(AM 1/'Je, HM? TODAY. ti
not exactly complimentary to the American culture. Soiled Tshirts and sleeveless sweatshirts usually accompany blue jeans
or bermudas.' Even if these bits of apparel were worn with a
slight degree of good taste, they would be out of place in anything but a football locker room or a hay field. But we dine
By Mike Lehan
in 'em!
Very few organizations have hit America with such impact
As one slightly irate coed remarked, "It's not too bad when
we have to tolerate the same food for a year, but to view dirty as Freedom Fighter groups. They have swept across our land
hands, messy hair and hairy legs while we're trying to eat, that's with the speed of a missile and the power of a volcano. In
carying a thing too far. Even if the appetite isn't damaged upon every major United States city there is at least one pinnacle
first sight of these fellows, the digestion process hasn't got a that holds a symbol of super patriotism of one sort or another.
In Spokane there is such a group which is entitled "Antichance."
This opinion may not be representative of the entire female communism Freedom Fighters, Inc." The incorporators of this
population, but it gives one something to think about.
organization are Dr. John Ghiglieri, Frank Gillio, Joy Ghiglieri,
. Fall and winter .quarters saw men taking a new and almost Charle R. Wolfe, and Fredrick A. Hunter. One of the objectives
revolutionary view toward fashion. Contrary to past years, the of "ACFF, Inc." is to "influence and attempt to influence, to
pays came through in fine style with sports coats, blazers, white alert and urge any and all individuals, organizations or other
shirts and the works. But now the trend is sliding steadily in
the other direction. The current status symbol is the grubbiest entities to support the principles and precepts upon which
clothes, filled by the grubbiest possible boy. Where will it end? the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the
_We won't advocate any drastic changes. If the men would United States of America is founded .... "
rather play Robinson Carus after eihgt years on the island then,
Individuals are urged to join this type of organization and
let 'em go. But, come Sunday dinner, let's go back to the old participate in study groups. These study groups are made up
white shirt routine, or else install a cage at one end of the . of about 14 people on the average. People who join are urged
dining room.
to purchase 11 materials which can be bought at the Freedom
- ----- - - Library. Participants
are also urged to make a donation each
week for an approximate eight-week session. It is next to impossible to find out where this money goes but people are told
that it is to defray the cost of free materials which are passed
out.
By Chuck Plumb
Well, ol' Charlie Plumb is going to jump into the breach
A discussion of Communism is the main keynote of these
again!
Last week, there appeared in the Easterner a very caustic meetings. The Freedom Fighters contend that the threat of
note by Dave Lewis, admonishing the students at Eastern for Communitm exists, not because of Russia's military might,
but because of the presence of traitors within our midst.
not supporting the Associated Student's Campus Chest.
At the completion of study group sessions, the "graduates"
It is too bad that we at Eastern could not or would not supare
urged to go out and encourage other people to participate
port charity-but those who think I am going to bad-mouth
in
similar
seminars. Such conduct is very pleasing to a select
everybody for non-support had better read further.
First of all, I blame the failure of Campus Chest on the poor group of individuals. This is because the material obtained by
planning and preparation of those responsible for it. Here's these study groups can be bought through the Freedom Library.
Where does the money go?
why:

'E

The Fight For Freedom .

Campus Chest Draws Fire

The week started with a movie on Monday night. It is hard
enough to get commuters out to school functions as it is, let
.a lone get them out during the week. Let's face it, the commut~rs compris~ an important part of the campus popul'ation. Plans
have to be made· to include them.

- -Wearing Bermuda shorts on a day when the temperature never -got above 60 degrees is not the most comfortable thing I can
think of. A lot of people don't even have these chopped off
trousers. I personally would not be caught dead in them. That
takes care of Tuesday.
· Featured Wednesday was "Old Time" movies. Again it was
during the week-ruling out the commuters which · make up
at least half of the student body. The campus sing, Thursday,
was to be held right at dinner time for many, so few could attend. It was finally cancelled at the l'ast minute.

On Friday, however, the real mistake in planning became
~vident. The only thing held on a night when most everybody
could attend, was the usual Double M movie-mixer. These are
not the most popular affairs right before a free semi-formal
dance the next night. The show that was held Sunday should
have been held that Friday night.
Sunday is the worst day that an event can be scheduled.
Students are home for the weekend, they pl'a y around all weekend and they don't study. Sunday night is used to catch up on
all the work that should have been done Friday.

The word is that the show could not be ,h eld any other night
because of scheduling the entertainment. Then, why hold it
that week? Why couldn't local talent be used- free? Few people
~ven knew who the entertainment was.
You can't expect students to drop their studying to attend
school functions. People supporting these functions should plan
for poor attendance if they insist on holding them on odd days
-· especially if they have not used the proper communications
in informing the students of the event.
Never once were the students on this campus informed as
to wh·e re their money was going. Charity was the only word
used. Actually, the council did not know iust where the money
was to be sent.
That contest was a real joke. It was impossible to figure out.

No one wants to spend even a dime for charity- if he hasf no
PAGE TWO

Editor's Note: Please send
original and two copies of
Hoover letter to The Easterne,
EWSC, Cheney.
To whom it may concern, especiall'y Dave Lewis,

First the ~oney goes directly to the Freedom Library which
is, contrary to public opinion, a profit-making corporation. It
functions much like any other corporation. It advertises, campaigns, and tries to be competitive. And like a corporation, it
must also have leaders. It must have directors, presidents, vicepresidents, secretaries, and treasurers. It must have shareholders. And it must be out in the open.
The total capitalization of the Freedom Library is 5,000

shares, with a par value of $10 each and with a little multiplication one can see that this comes out to be $50,000. Along with
Ashley Holden (40 shares), E. J. Crosbey (10 shares), and Robert
Avey (50 shares), who are the original incorporators of the
Freedom Library, a second report filed December 21, 1961,
shows Dr. John Ghiglieri, Director (280 shares), C. Erwin Gibbon, President (200 shares), Ashley Holden, Vice President (40)
shares); Robert Avey, Treasurer (50 shares) and George Tichy,
Secretary (50 shares). A further report shows that Al Canwell·
was alloted 100 shares for services rendered to the corporation
... "in the reasonable and agreed value of $1,000 .... "
All the information written concerning files of corporation
and statements of shares was gathered from the office of the
County Auditor in Spokane at the Court House.
The price for freedom is very high, it is blood spilled, not
money spent; it is sweat dropped, not shares allotted; it is toil
spent; not books bought. This handful of people of the Freedom
Library corporation has possibly worked for personal gain and
not country's call. If the economic carpet were pulled from beneath them, I wonder if they would continue to carry on their
work with the same earnestness. (?)

chance to win a prize.
Finally, when have the students of Eastern been given the
chance to say whether they wanted to have a campus chest
week? I realize it is hard to get students to vote, but tbis fiasco
was planned by a select few. This few did not take anything
into consideration when they planned the week. They forgot
about the student apathy, studies, time and who they were
dealing with. It was their idea ... not ours.
In a word they goofed-and they are blaming the students
for their mistakes.
THE EASTERNER

Your letter of thanks in last
week's Easterner to the student body was appreciated I'm
sure, but the credit for the
results of Campus Chest week
should not be entirely on the
student body in general.
Tom Ennis, former president
of the ASB was on campus last
Wednesday, visiting public relations class. He is presently
a public relations director for
Spokane's United Crusade. He
~aid one of the first steps in
planning a fund raising drive
is to do some research into the
field. There may be other
things happening such as rehearsals for "Carousel," choir
tonrs, and increased home-.
work. Individual bankrolls are
usually thinner by spring than
they are in the fall. The
freshmen who didn't flunk out
by the end of winter quarter
are often studying Sunday
nights along with upper classmen who put off until then
what they could have done Friday night. Commuters won't
come at night ever. Tom said
he would never hire professional talent for fund raising
if he could get amateur talent
for free.

The United Crusade sets a
goal, and then limits spending
for publicity to a given percentage of that goal. The goal
(continued on page 4)
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Molthers' Program
Slated For May 6

Trimmings For The Carousel
l<'flJ~!t(~;• ili~i~if:·

Bonita Hoff

Sharon Hollister

1

Plans for the 14th annual
Mothers' Day program spon•
sored by both the Associated
Women Students and the Associated Men Students, have
been announced by co-chaimen,
Janice Bender and Robin Witter. "A Sweet Old Fashioned
Girl" will be the theme for this
year's program planned for
Sunday, May 6.
Dinner reservations may be
made in the Louise Anderson

-

dining hall from 11 a. m. to
12:30 p. m. and 4:30 to 5:30
p. m. on the following dates:
Wednesday, May 2; and Thursday, May 3. Tickets are $1.50
for guests and 50 cents for students witl;i. a meal ticket. Stu•
dents will be limited to two
guests. There will be two seat·
ing for the dinner, at 12 noon
and 1:30 p. m.
All mothers of Eastern
,vashington State College stu- ·
dents are invited and a special
inviation is extended to offcampus students, married students, and commuters to par•
ticipate in the activities.

SAVAGE
BURGER

Linda Knapp

MNM Driveln
Judy Gleason

Rolene Fox

Marie Houston

I

7 Vie

For Carousel Crown

Plans are nearing completion for "Carousel," the annual
Junior Prom, which will be
presented Saturday night, April 28, from 9 p. m. to 12 midnight in the Bali lounge. The
dance is sponsored by the junior class but is open to all students.
Queen candidates have been
nominated by each dorm. They
are Judy Gleason representing
Louise Anderson; Sharon Hollister, Senior; Marie Huston,
Monroe; JoDee Hess, Hudson;
Linda Knapp, Garry; Bonita
Hoff, Sutton; Rolene Fox is
representing off-campus stu-

JoDee Hess

dents.
Kathy Graves is general
chairman of . the dance. Her
subchairmen are: tickets, Donna Cranford; decorations, Patty Deot and Fred Wallick;
queen candidates, Janet Gleason; refreshments and pictures,
Linda Knapp; and publicity,
Nancy Knox.
The dance is semi-formal,
corsage, and will cost $1.25
per couple. The Skylarks will
be the featured band.
Tickets will be on sale all
this week in the Information
booth in the SUB, or tickets
may be obtained from any
chairman.

Smith Jewlers

,I

SAVE 20% OR MORE ON
ALL MERCHANDISE
EXCEPT KEEPSAKE RINGS
STERLING FLATWARE

Attend
I

Politiical Forun, Today

REMODEIING
April 25 to May 5

%

'Medical Hypnos·is'
Film To Be Shown
By Psych Clu·b
"Medical Hypnosis" is the
title of the film to be shown
by the Psychology club, May 2
at 2:30 p. m. in Martin hall,
room 110.
All students and faculty
members are invited to the
movie and to all Wednesqay
meetings of the group, a
spokesman for the group said.
This group meets weekly at
2:30 p. m. in Martin 120A.

J/20FF,
russu DBaur'
YOUR GUARDIAN ANGEL

Only

50J uu;;t
,wt
fAII

Discount
On Entire· Stock

Mosn,an's

1eke your pick r Tussy cream
Deodorant, Roll-On or Stick.
Shop now and set half off. Save
Ju1t •• much as you spend. Or
aet two guardian ansers for the
price of one I

Cheney Drug
Warren H. Westerman
410 First St.
Cheney, Wash.
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AND THE COLLEGE RING

THE EASTERNER

Bravo The 3B'S ...
·; .. Beethoven, Brahms and Bach
1

,

I

1

•

A boon to music lovers everywhere .. .
the classic sweatshirt . .. a banner to wave
for the cause of culture. Come out boldly
for your favorite composer. Wear his likeness to the next symphonic session. Stop
in and see for yourself what an exciting
new sweatshirt this is.
Men's Sportswear Shop • • • Street Floor
I

. THEl,CRESCENT
.
PAGE THREE

l{am/n11
l{aknlai

Maddux Cleaners
NO WAITING FOR OUR "CLEAN ONLY"

8 pounds $1.50
I

ROTC UNIFORMS CLEANED $1.00

\\IEDNESDAY, APRIL 25

Noon movie, Bali lounge
Baseball, Gonzaga and Eastern, here
3 p. m.-Math clearance test,
Showalter 209A
s·:30 p. m.-IK meeting, Capd
6 p. m.-Alpha Psi Omega,
Showalter auditorium
6:30 p. m.- AS treasurer,
Faculty lounge
· 7· p. m.-French club movie,
':Bell, Book and Candle." Bali
lounge
7:·so p. m.-Young Democrats· meeting, Capri
7 p. m.- Intervarsity CF,
Vashon

J

All kinds of Tailoring and Alterations
Use our convenient Night-Drop

Patronize Your Advertisers

PAUL LEWIS AND HIS ART

our changing, uncertain, sometimes incomprehensible world.
Therefore, why is the mod9:30 a. m.-ROTC President
ern artist of today looked upon
Day
as untalented? Often the real10:30 ·a. m.-"Who and What
istic painter will say, "I could
Makes Our Foreign Policy,"
do better throwing eggs at a
Showalter auditorium
board."
10:40 a. m.-General seminar, Capri.
To the copier of nature, .he
Paint and canvas. Chisel and
1 p. m.-Curriculum com- stone. Lens and meter. Clay may offer a ring of authority.
mittee, Tahiti
To the untalented and self5:30 p. m.-AMS Council, Ta- and wheel. Wow! What is mod- sty1ed critic, the realistic artE!rn art? When a painter can- ist is the last representative of
hiti
6 p. m.-CCF, Capri
not say what he feels about his "true" art left in this rapid
6;3'0 p. m.-AS meeting, Bali times and the world around 20th century. However, to the
lounge
him by approximating the artist of today, the realist is
look of things, he must depart but a hanger-on, a leftover
FRIDAY, APRIL 27
from "realism" and alter nat- from the pre-camera days. ReNoon Movie, Bali lounge
alistic art cannot meet the
Tennis, Seattle University ural appearances in any way needs of man today. Modern
that will best serve 'his purand Eastern, here
art is here to be enjoyed ...
8:15 p. m.-Spring concert, pose.
now!
When
this
alteration
is
so
Showalter auditorium.
extreme that the objects are
This column wishes to exSATURDAY, APRIL 28
painted
in
abnormal
forms,
press
congratulations to Paul
1 p. m.-Spurs party, San then the painter has stopped Lewis and Roger Riggs and
Juan
'Tennis, Walla Walla and being a realist and has become wishes them much success
with their senior art show. The
an expressionist.
Eastern, there
show will start April 23 in the
Many
modern
painters
have
~aseball, CWSC and Eastern,
social · room at Showalter hall.
it
necessary
to
depart
found
there
Tuesday evening at 8 p. m.
from
realism
to
convey
their
Track, Idaho, Whitworth and
there will pe a reception for
reaction
to
the
world
of
today.
f,astern, here
students,
f;\culty and friends.
but
one
form
to
be
This
is
9 p. m.-Junior Prom, Bali
Refreshments
will be served.
found
in
modern
art.
For
the
lounge
Can jazz and poetry be conlayman, by far the most puzzSUNDAY, APRIL 29
ling aspect of modern art is sidered in the fields of fine
5 p. m.-CCF, Capri
abstraction. Here the painter art? Is the camera as much of
5 p. m.- Newman club, St. may entirely ignore natural ap- a tool to the artist as a brush?
Where is the l.lne between fine
Rose hall
pearances.
8:15 p. m.-"Carousel," ShoThe artist is alone in the art and commercial illustrathree-dimensionaJ planes of tion? · These questions and
walter auditorium.
MONDAY, APRIL 30
line, space, volume, composi- many mo11e will be answered in
3:30 p. m.-Student Union tion, perspective, hue, tone, in- this column in the following
tensity, medium, craffsman- issues. Your letters to the art
Board, Capri
3:30 p. m.-Luau committee, sh~p and time. Through the editor will be given serjous conages artists have painted in sideration and will be of much
S&n Juan
3:40 p. m.-Faculty Council, response to the stimulation of help in writing this column.
Faculty lounge
6 p. m.-AWS council, Tahiti
7 p. m.-Fraternity group,
Tahiti
8:15 p. m.-"Carousel,'' Showalter auditorium
THURSDAY, APRIL 26

On
(Author of "RaU11 Round The Flag, B<111s", "TM
Man11 LoNs of Dobie GiUis", etc.)
I

1

CRAM COURSE No. 3: ENGLISH POETRY
Final exams will soon be upon us. This is no time for fun and
games. Let us instead study he.rd, cram fiercely, prepare assidu~
ously.
In this column today let us make a quick survey of English
poetry. When we speak of English poetry, we are, of course,
speaking of Byron, Shelley, and Keats. Some say that of -the
three, Keats was the most talented. It is true that he displayed
his gifts earlier than the others. While still a schoolboy at St.
Swithin's he wrote hls epic lines:
If I am good1 I get an apple,
·
So I don't wnistle in the chapel.
From this distinguished beginning, he went on 'tO wrlte another 40,000 poems in bis lifetime- which is all the more
remarkable when you consider that he was only five feet tall I
I mention this fact only t6 show tihat physical problems never
keep the true artist from! creating. Byron, for example, was
lame. Shelley had an ingrown hair. Nonetheless, these three
titans of literature turned out a veritable torrent of romantic
poetry.
Nor did they neglect their personal lives. Byron a devil
with the ladies, was expelled from Oxford for dipping Elizabeth
Barrett's pigtails in an inkwell. He thereupon left England to
fight in the Greek war of independence. He fought bravely and
well, but women were never far from hls mind, as evidenced by
thls immortal poem:
How splendid it is to fight for the Greek,
\
But. I don't enjoy it half as mu.ch as dancing cheek to cheek.
While Byron fought in Greece, Shelley remained in England,
where he became court poet to the Duke of Marlborough. (It
is interesting to '.note in passing that Marlborough was the original spelling of Marlboro Cigarettes, but the makers were unaole
to get the entire word on the package. With characteristic ingenuity they cleverly lopped off the finaV'gh". Thi,!, of course,
left them with a "gh" lying around the factory. ·1ner. looked
for some place to put it and finally decided to give 1t to the
Director of Sales, Mr. Vincent Van Go. This had a rather curious
result. As plain Van Go, he had been a crackerjack director of
sales, but once he became Van Gogh, he felt a mysterious
irresistible urge to paint. He resigned from the Company and
became an artist. It did not work out too well. When Van Gogh
learned what a great success Marlboro Cigarettes quickly became- as, of course, they had to with such a flavorful flavor,
such a filterful filter, such a flip-top box, such a soft pack-he
was so upset about leaving the firm that he cut off his ear in a
fit of chagrin.)
But I digress. Byron, I say, WllS in Italy and Shelley in

·

TUESDAY, MAY 1

12:40 p. m.-Public Affairs
Internship, Capri
Tennis, Whitworth and Eastern, there
Baseball, Gonzaga and Eastern, here
5:30 p. m.-Sponsor Corps,
Capri
8:15 p. m. "Carousel," Showalter auditorium

SOUNDING BOARD
(continued from page 2)
has to be realistic judging by
population and income levels.
'fhe word "charity" is not used
too much in connection with
U. C. without supplementing it
with the names of organizations to benefit from the drive,
and by how much.
You may as well admit that
fund raising is a profession and
if you have no training in the
field things will go wrong.
They sometimes do anyway.
Don't cry over the lost money
too much because it's a little
late now, but try to analyze
what went wrong and learn
from your mistakes. Don't try
to. pass the blame on to the student body in general with highly emotional press releases (esp_ecially that last ' paragraph)
because it's poor politics and
reflects back on your emotional stability.
Signed
Jay Stowell
PAGE FOUR

SPECIAL

$26,00 Tennis Racket
Only$16.50

Wilson Tennis Balls $1.7_5 per ·<an
3-Day Del ·very of
Wilson Tennis Shoes
Save20%
The ,C ollege Bookstore
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England. Meanwhile Keats went to Rome to try to grow. Who
does not remember his wistful l;r!ic:
AUhough I am only five feet high,
Some day I will look in an e;:ant'8 eye.
But Keats did not grow. · friends, Shelley and Byron,
touched to the heart, rushed to Rome to stretch him. This too
failed. Then Byron, ever the ladies' man, took up with Luorezia
Borgia, Catherine of Aragon, and Annie Oakley. Shelley, a more
domestic type, stayed home with his wife Mary, and wrote his
famous poem:
I love to stay home with the missus and write,
And hug her and kiss lter and give her a bite.
Mary Shelley finally got so tired of being bitten that she went
into another room and wrote Frankenstein. Upon reading the
manuscript, Shelley and Byron got so soared they immediately
booked passage home to England. Keats tried to go too, but
he was so small that the clerk at the steamship office couldn't
see him over the top of the counter. So Keats remained in Rome
and died of a broken heart.
Byron and Shelley cried a lot and then together composed
this immortal epitaph:
.
Good olil Keats, he might have been short,
But. he was a great American and a heck of a good sport.
@

*

"'

1962 Max Shulman

*

Truth, not poetry, is the business of the Marlboro makers,
and we tell you truly that you can't find a better tasting,
better smoking cigarette than today's Marlboro.
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Fair Full Of Eun An.d .Frivolity
By Chuck Plumb and Don R. B,umgart

"Good morning ladies and gentlemen.,, welcopie
to the Seattle World's Fair."
These first words of the day spoken by fair publicity director Harry Carlson, ended the dream· and
began the fair.
1
The first day was a montage of minor mishaps,
malfunctions, and less than expected attendance.
But those who were there will remember ·the greatest entertainment production in America today ...
and they will remember that death visited that
opening day.
As a swarm of colored balloons drifted up past
the space needle, bells chimed and cannons
boomed. President John F. Kennedy opened the
space age world's fair with a telephone message
so poorly amplified that no one knew his words
· until the papers hit the street. Overhead a flight
of F-102 Delta Darts from Paine Air Force· Base
made two impressive fly-overs. On the second pass,
one ship had veered from f orination. Moments
later, the · pilot had ~jected and the plane ripped
into a residential district killing an elderly couple.
But these are the momentary griefs-the small
and the staggering-that make headlines. The real
story of the Seattle . Wdrld's Fair lives on in the
impressive exhibits that will make the exposition
a profound success in the months to come.
It is that story this reporting tea~ from . the
Easterner saw and will try to bring back to you;
the reader.
The theme exhibit of the fair is in the mammoth
Washington State Coliseum. A cluster of aluminum
cubes hangs from the ceiling of the near-threeacre building. A glass-walled elevator lifts you
into the display-the world of century 21. The
elevator operator says "Step off into the future.
It's something we all must do."
The cube surfaces become screens for rear-projection images and a corridor of sound comes from
first one, then another of the surfaces. You follow
the images and the lights and sounds that conduct
you through the display.
I

No mere display of futuristic hardware, this
theme exhibit becomes a profound entertainm.e nt
production-plying the tools of high fidelity sound
and dramatic lighting with swift, brilliant pictureimages. And when you have left, you have been
exposed to 14: gentle persuasion to make the world
of the future a •land of peace where the fruits
of tomorrow can grow. ...
Th~ Space Needle is exactly what one would,
expect.. The observavon· deck P[OVides a panoramic
view that flattens steep hills and Jays the, city at
the visitor's feet. It is almPst as breathtaking as
the elevator ·ride down.'
·
The ' monorail is i fast, exciting way to travel
a mile. · Commanding ~he visitors attention as he
enters the fair grounds· are the five arches of the
United States Science •· Exhibit.
No matter from what direction you approach
the huge, ,white building these arches present a
scene that is bo~h beautiful and pleasing to the
eye.
But the arches are just a prelude to what is inside.
Built at a. cost of almost $,10 million, the exhibit
is comprised of six buildings. They are made of
pre-stressed concrete and aggregate cast in huge
panels that are interlocked together to· 'form the
walls and roo~s. The. whole exhibit is , then -'J)ainted
a brilliant white that almost hurts ones eyes to ·
look at, but' presents a striking pictuFe of .beauty.
To set the mood of the exhibit, a panoramic .
movie shown on a huge curved screen, gave the visitors an insight to the history pf science, scientists
and their laboratories.
The picture was shown with si'.X projectors,
each showing a different scene. At times, the six
projectors .would be used to present one huge,
panoramic picture on the curved screen. . The
sound· was. clear and seemed to envelope the audience from all sides.
The tour continued through displays. depicting
the development of science and how our senses.
caµ be mis~~d. The first half, pf ~he tour ended at

the U. S. Boeing Spacearium.
At the Spacearium fair visitors experience a
journey of 60 thousand billion billion miles through
space. The trip only takes 15 minutes and it brings
the audience in contact with the stars, g~laxies and •
. planets.
Th whole fair is planned to play,, on the visitor's ·
emotions-his feeling that he is a part of the
world of science around him. You cannot help
feeling this when you view movies like the one ·
shown by the Christian Pavilion. It shows the trek
of mankind from the Garden of. Eden io its end
with an Atomic bomb-and a way out with ' religion.
Grouped near the Coliseum are the international exhibits. Each country has exhibited their spec~
ial products and each has tried to point out that
they are just as progressive as the other.
A word about cost and a word about time.
"X'our $2 a.dinission ticket is really ~11 you need
to see the fair. The .theme exhibit in the Coliseum
and the Federal Science Pavilion/ are fr.ee-as are
all the exhibits by corporations, foreign countries, ·
and states. The quickest -and least expensive place
to eat is in the Food Circus, where rows of food·
stands sell eve;rything from Danish hot dogs to a .
box of fried c'h icken-at 3'5 cents per dgg and .
$1.44 for two hefty chunks of chicken ..
On the Gayway-the £air's Natatorium Parkrides average 35 cents., A trip · up in the Space
Needle costs a dollar. And there are 'more souvenir stands than foreign exhibitors. But all these
extras aren't really necessary. There is enough
free entertainment to keep a visitor on a fast trot
for the 12-hour fair day.
_ .
If you plan to really see the fair, take two days ·
and go a bit slower. The fine arts pavilion should
be a leisurely visit. On a two-day stint the admis- ·
sion price doubles, but ~o will your experiences ..
And after two days-believe us, you've seen the ·
fair. ·

I

Those Who Wait
'·T.il Late
By Doris Haley

How often have you heard
the sad lament from the senior
who is about to graduate, "But
J still have to take earth
science" or "Western civ 108
. beckons" or the most famous
line of all, "One more huma11ities to go?" This never ceases
to amaze, startle, and just plain
shock some of the. people who
operate on the old axiom, "Best
'til last!"
The trans£er student may be
an ·exception as may be the
olde,: student beginning a new
career. But what of the rest of
us? We cannot always blame
the faculty-counselor who may
· ave accredited us gratuitously with tnental processes of our
own.

''

Avoiding issues never won

a war or a debate or even a

bit of • understanding.

The basics are planned for
the student's first .and second
year. This is easy logic for upon
such is built backgro;und that
enriches later encounters in
e.very field, and this becomes
immediately apparent while
sitting in the 300 course whether the basic course is a prerequisite or not.
Let us not discredit the fact
of philosopher tu1ned · scientist or linguist turned historian.
Expose yourself, and you may
be delighted to learn that distorted anticipation is dispersed
as you open yeur mind to still
another area of fresh ideas.
The basics broaden your concepts, and as they it].terweave
within the pattern of your
thoughts you become
1

•

THE
ACHIEVING UPPERCLASSMAN
Say, yor face looks sort of diff'·
rent
Is that cast some foreign style?
Oh, you've finished all your
basicsAnd the new look is a smile . ..

'

..

I

'

.

ltS what's ug··front that counts
IFl LTER-BLEN,DI is yours in Winston and only Winston.
Up front you get rich golden tobaccos specially selected _
and spec1ally processed for filter smoking. Smoke Winston.
n. J . Reynolds Tobuoco Co., W ln1ton-Salem, N. C.
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"Carousel" Premieres April 30
I

•

Scenes from "Carousel are carefully rehearsed by the 78
members of the cast. Clockwise: Dr. Stevens demonstrates to
Billy Bigelow (Ron Jones) and Jigger Craigin (Lynn Gurley)
from "wolves. " ~rs. Mullins (RaNae Top) is quite disturbed
with Jigger's obnoxious behavior on her carousel. Here he blows
smoke in her face to indicate his disinterest in her correction of
his behavior. The "Clambake" scene is one of the musical's
best known, including nearly the entire cast: The chorus sings,
"This was a real nice clambake and we all had a re~l nice time."
11

.

.

'rickets are now on 'sale in the student union lobby. They
can be purchased for 50 cents plus ASB cards. General admission is $2 and reserved section is $3. The premier performance
is April 29. Other ~erformances will follow on April 30 and'
May 1 in Showalter and May 3' and 4 in Spokane at Shadle Park
Audit0rium. High school student body cards will be honored
at the Sunday performance only.
I

Go~ernment

Attorn:ey Speaks
On Labqrlaw
Last Wednesday the Public
Affairs Internship students
frQm Whitworth ,College and
Eastern Washington State College heard from Mr. Patriek
Walker, Regional Attorney for
the National Labor Relations
Board, working out of the Seattle office.
·
,
Mr. Walker· emphasized that
the Board makes every effort
to settle labor disputes concerning union r.epresentation
and unfair labor practices
without resorting to the courts.
Having read that the purpose.
of 'the National Labor Relations •.
Board is to expedite the handling of certain labor cases, the /
students were surprised tQ find
that some procedures including the use of the courts might
require a period of one and
one::half years.
Another point of interest
was Mr. Walker's observation
that in elections to decertify
unions, the results favor the
unj.6ns in a large majority of
the cases. He explained what
constitutes unfair labor practices, and the refusal to bargain in good faith, as well as
the procedure for eliminating
sm;h practices. He also explained the different types of
certification and decertification elections, and the economic data that .labor organizations .
may demand from · management.
In some of his concluding
remarks, Mr. Walker reported
that the Board has hired some
college graduates at the GS7
level to carry on investigative
wor.J{. Mr. Walker responded

generously to numerous ques-

tions from the interns.
!PAGE SIX

BE THE GUEST OF THE co·cA~COLA BOTTLE.RS IN THE

·$150,OOO'lo"\.11! .,
-SWEEPGTA !~<•,.
.

.
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-
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*********SSTPRIZEI*********
. Enough to take you·to the four corners of the worldl •~\:

$25 000

You pJck the places to visit ••• ADY of the more than
100 countries where Coke Is sotal Or you can take ,
your prize In cash. 1057 other prizes to wlnl

'
IN AMERICAN
EXPRESS TflAVELERS CHEQUES J

4

*TRIP
* * * * * * * 2ND
*
*
*
*
*
*\* '* .
TO EUROPE FOR 2 la
\\.~:ers
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,CARIBBEAN ISLAND TOUR FOR 21a Amnan &:5.:t:aYtlers
* * 1c
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TWO

PRIZDI

American~

Tq ,TH

,,. Hawalia~ vacation for 2 plus
$300ln American Express l'rav•
elers Cheques.

.
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I
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,

I
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C]leques.

FORTY 1TH

Weekend In New York, Los An:
, gel es, San Francisco; New
Orleans or Washington, D. C. ,.
'

1,110-mi PRIZU1
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****** **

General Electric Transistor Radio,

EASY ·TO. ENTER I

Enter as many times IS JOD Wish l
Most Coca-Cola bottles now.have
special World Tour bottle caps.
Send any 8 ca~or acceptable
s ubstitutes as a
fted in rules)
along with comp eted entry blank.
That's all you do. You may win a
Tour of the Wot'ldl
SWEEPSTAKES RUW AVAILABLE
WHERE YOU SHOP FOR COKE
·Look for the special World Tour
caps-underneath the seals are 100
different designs, each representing
a country where Coke 18 bottled.

MAl L TO .• "Tour
th• World'!. Sweepsblkes
P.O. Box 1489, New York 46 N. Y.
1

April 26 - Ma,y S
By one item Ior regular price ••• ·
· ·
·,

Nam•------------i
Address, _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
Clty_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _sa.te._

J

_ _ __

••• Get another lorapenny.

.-

_

Store where you shop for Coca-Col _ _ _ _ _ __

_

Addro11_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I

•

Owl Phar111-cy

Pacific Coca Cola Bottling Co.,. Spokane, Wash.
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Netmen Come Back
Io Win From Idaho

From bad to worse w'as the story on the EWSC athletic scene
last weekend as Eastern's track team suffered its worst thumping in the history of the coaching of Red Reese at the hands of
Central Washington College, and the baseball team was bombed
twice by Whitworth College via the big inning.

EWSC bounced back from
two defeats by Washington
State to beat Idaho 5-2 in a
tennis match Saturday. The win
evened the Savages' won-loss
record at 4-4.

Walt Hartman

Once again only the powerful ~avage tennis team was able
to gain presfige in weekend action. The Savage netters bombed
the University of Idaho 5-2 and thus evened their season record
at four wins and the same ampunt of losses. Keith Vradenburg,
Jack Hiatt and Bob Adams surprised the Vandals with convincing singles victories. Both Vradenburg and Hiatt triumphed
after losing the first set of their matches.

The netters played Whitworth on Tuesday, will play Seattle
University at Cheney on Friday and will journey to Walla Walla
on Saturday to play Whitman College in their busy schedules.
The Savages were able to pick up only 13 p0ints in their
track encounter with the Wildcats of Ellensburg out of a possible 131. No Savage could gaih a first, although four of them
picked up close seconds.
The baseball team found a last inning rally to be too much
for them as Whitworth came from behind 4-0 in the final inning
to nail down a 5-4 decision in the first game of an afternoon
doubleheader. The first inning of the second game proved to
be the clincher for the Pirates as they scored six runs in the
opening stanza and held on for a final 11-8 decisio:µ. The fly
chasers will do battle against Gonzaga University Wednesday
afternoon and will then journey on to Ell~nsburg- for a conference clasI:i with the Wildcats in upcoming diamorld action. ·

Savage Basebaners
~ Lose In La·st Frame ·
Whitworth scored five runs
in the last inning to edge Easterr.. 5-4 in the opener ' of an
. Evergreen Con£erence ba~eball ,
doubleheader. The Pirates
went on to win the second
game 11-8, scoring six runs in
the first inning.
Eastern took a three-run
lead in the first inning of the
opener and added a run in the
seventh and last inning.
Going over the pole vault
with near perfect form is Jerry
Russell. He is a junior and constant competitor in Eastern's
track event.s. .. -- -

Cindermen Burned
By CWSC's Wildcats
Central Washington's powerful tracksters maintained their
"favorites" role in the Evergreen Conference track standings with . a smashing 118-13
victory over Eastern Washington College. The Savages were
unable 'to gain a single victory
and ,picked up only four seconds and a single third out of
14 events in the lopsided contest.
Next Saturday the track
squad will journey to Idaho
for a meet with the Vandals,
and will return home the fol•
lowing Saturday for a confer•
ence clash with Whitworth College.
Mile r un~ l. Martin Rudow ( 0 ), 2
Bergeson ( C), 8. Caveness (E) . Tim__.
4 :87.6.
440- 1. Jim M ecklenburg (C), 2. Sernile (C), 3. Tnlbart (0).
:49.3. (New
school r ecord).
·
100- 1. John Duncaster (C), 2. Thomp•
son (C), 3. Knig ht (C).
/ 1.1.

SENIOR CLASS
RECOMMENDATION

Senior class president, Carl
Ray, sent a letter to council on
behalf of the senior class requesting a study of ambulance
service on campus and proposals for such service. AS
Council appointed Ed Uhrig,
publicity agent, to work on the
subject and r eport to council
his findings.

Attend

Political
<'

The Savages rallied for six
runs in the last two innings of
the se,cond game but Whitworth had built up an 11-2 lead'.
Eastern outhit Whitworth in
both games, eight to three in
the first and· 16To nine in tlie
nightcap.
'F.hursday the Savages dropped an 11-7 deci~ion to Portland.
I

The Pilots scored four runs
on five singles and an error iri
· the fourth. Eastern cut the
Pilots' lead four times but
couldn't overcome it.
Don Kolb's two-run homer
. brought the Savages within
two runs ~t 6-4 in the fifth
inning. In the eighth an er~pr,
.Joe Hattemer's double · a1'd
Bobby Clark's triple produced
to EWSC runs to mak'e ,the
score 10-7.
High hurdle~...'..i , John Anderson (0), •
2, Messen ger ( 11/), 3, Lane (C)I,
:15.S.
880- 1, Mike Veak (C), 2, Bolinger
(C), 8, Geiver (E) 1.69.7.
220- 1, John Doncaster (C), 2. Buck•
n er (C) , 3, Thompson (C),
:22.2.
Low hurdles- 1, Jay Lane (C), 2,
Clark (E ) , 3. Andersin (0),
:26.8.
2-Mile-l, Mike V eeak (C), 2, Bergeson
( C ), 3, Geiver (E), 10 :20.5.
'
J, ,
Shot put- 1, Bill Morrison (C)·, 2,
Radke (C), S, Parham (C). Dis ance,t,i.91/2.
Javelin- 1, John Karas (0), 2, M aca•
ulso (C ), 3, Olark (E). 201-2 1/2.
Brond pump- 1, Dick Knight (C), 2,
Olsen ( E ). 3, Lane (C), 22-10½.
Discus- I, Don Parham (C), 2, Stoc•
ham ( E ). 3, Egaua (C ), Hl- 61/2.
Pole vaul
1, Pet Katzer, ( C) and
Jack Cartwright (C), 3, A nde rson ( 0 ).
13-0.
Mile relny- 1,, Central (Buckn er, Se1·a iluc, Mecklenburg, Tnblert), S.29.6.

Mickey Soss, Keith Vradenburg, Charles Hiatt, and Bob
Adams were individual winners for Eastern against the
Vandals. Soss and Roger Kromer took a doubles victory.
Soss and Kromer won singles
matches and a ~foubles match
in a 4-3 loss to Washington
State Tuesday. Friday the Cougars won 7-2 as Soss won his
singles match and again teamed with Kromer to win a doubles.
'
·~

BACHELOR ALUMS
SPONSOR GRANT

...

::;.•,

;~~t

Pictured above between eveAts at a recent trac~ meet are
Mike Cla·rk and Ron Messenger. Clark participates in the hurdles
iavelin and relay events and Messenger in thehigh hurdles and
pole vault. Coach Reese explained that Messenger vaulted a
good 13 feet and one-hal'f inches.
'

I

P~ E. Club Sponsors
R~gby Jilt M,ay 5

i·PATRONIZE

\

The Physical Education Major-Minor club,is. sponsoring an
exhibition Rdgby ,match between two Canadian teams. The
date is tentatively set for May
5 at 8 p. m.
·
The club is also sponsoring
a Spring Show called "The
Fine Art of Movement," which 1
will be held· at the pool and
will include dancing, swimming, gymnastics, diving and
other activities performed by
the P. E. majors and minors.
Look •for more information
on these activities at a later
dat~

YOUR
I • ADVERTISERS •

I
I

A Bachelor Alumn scholarship fund is now available for
spring quarter, Don Rappe,
charman, announced last week.
I

The

scholarship, set at
$67.50, will be offered annually, and is sponsored by the
Bachelor's Alumni. All Eastern's students are eligible for
the fund.
·
Forms may be picked up in
the Alumni office, Showalter
105.

~
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GROUP SENT TO VISIT
CHENEY CITY COUNCIL

A committee has been appointed to visit the Cheney
City Council and discuss the
growing pl'oblem of the fiveway intersection in front of
Louise Anderson Hall. Members of the committee are Glen
Crandall. and Bruce Jameson.

SIC-FLICS
.;:;.

-~
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ifJ~-

:~j~:

.;

NSC DELEGATES
ARE APPOINTED

Associated Student Council
approved the appointment of
Bruce Jameson and Lynda
•Paulson as NSC alternates.

floWers

"Your pilot is Captain Smith ~
I'm your stewardess, Miss Kong:'

fresh and beautiful
as Spring

I

Forum

21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!

Cheney, Wash.

Today
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PLACEMENT
NOTICES

· Superinienden of School,
Benton City, Wash., will be on
campus April 25. They need a
junior and senior high girls'
p,hysical education teacher,
eighth grade social stud\es and
language arts or math and science, and a basketball coach.
Othello

. Superintendent of , Othello,
Wash., will be on campus April
26. They have a second grade,
third grade, and vocal music
for grades 5-12.
.

tall people are the ones who
wear the high fashions. Not too
straight a line is good for medium height people as it will
make them look tall and gang) y. Can go in to larger collars
and sleeves. Bell sleeves aren't
•good for anyone. Stay to avera ge prints, plaids, t weeds. Average to tall persons can wear
.a,~most anythipg but the itsy,
b1tsys and the long string
.beads. They can wear fuller
gar ments.
·

Round or · Square-No cnok-

ers- V-necks- jewelry which
has
a little
dip. Wear thin, lit1
•
t.1.e
,earrmgs.
Ovals or Rectangulars-Most

Federal Way, Wash. will
have a r epresentative on campus April 25, to interview prospective teachers. All elem.e ntary grades are available, junior high girls' physical education, language arts and social
.studies block, math and science
block, English, Latin and
French combination, senior
high English, Spanish, math, industrial arts, and arts and
crafts combination. They also
have elementary and junior
high band, and junior and senior high chorus. r
(;\enton City

FAC E SHAPES

I

every style is good. Wear thick
earrings.
HANDBAGS ARE TOO LARGE
IF THEY DROP BELOW HEMLINE OF DRESS.
;
High Necklines-Stay away
from thick earrings. Stay to
flat earrings. Short hair is the
most flattering on the rectangular, round, square, and triangular face shapes.

I

TALL PERSON

Tall people can overdo.
Heavy
bulky fabrics are good
'
•t
for the tall person. A tall perSH.ORT PERSON
Ev~rything must be in minia- son never goes to the tiny
. ture; smaller collars, smaller prints. Big plaid5;_ bold prints,
lapels, simple blouses. (ruffling etc., are good1 contrasts are
wm shorten you), sµm· straight very good. Flared skirts are
line is best. Solid colors are the good for full ,hips. They can_
best for a short person. No con-, go · in f o_r large purses. The
trasting belts. Keep to blend- · Louie heel is good for the tall
ing colon;. Princess and empire person.
wai~t lines are the best for a NECKLINES
Shorter and Broader Necks
short person. Small dainty
prints are good. Fabrics should - The V neckline and Scoop
be soft and not very heavy. neckline is good but rounded
Tweeds that are heavy weigh neckline is not good. Anyone
down a small person. Accessor- can wear basic collars. For
ies are also small. Narrow square and round faces stay to
belts, small earrings, etc. pointed collars. Averfige to the
should be worn. Sheath 1s best. Long Neck-Plain round neck
or very wide V is goou. PerStay away from full skirts.
·son with long ·neck can wear
AVERAGE , PERSON
Do' not 9verdo: Average to turtle necks ·and manderin

. By San Dee

A MODEL 1 S WISE REMARKS

·During the middle of last
week I happened to be in Spokane preparing for my Fashion
show when I decided I would
visit Drezden's modeling school
for girls. I thought perhaps
they might be able to give me
a few hints on how to wear
clothes. The girls are all very
fashion conscious and keep up
on the latest in design. Out of
all the information I gath.ered,
the following ,was to me· the
most important at this time.

collars. These aren't for the
short person.
SHOULDERS

Broad- V neckline and cuts
are very good. Collars will cut
and this is good. Detailing is
good. Scoop neckline is good.
Never wear shoulder pads. Raglin or dropped sleeve is good.
Sloping sh6ulders- Boat neckline is very good f or this type
of shoulder. Wide lapels are
good if you have sloping shoulder s and you are average to
tall.
BUSTS

Nothing fits too tight. Small
bust: Ruffles and trimming are
good. Large bust: No ruffles
as it will make the bust seem
larger.
WAIST LINES

Long waisted- Wide belts,
cumberbunds and Princess line
are good on all long-waisted
people. Princess line is good on
most everyone. Fullness is determined by height.
SLEEVES

Average, short and t,h reequarter length most flattering
to anyone. Sleeveless not good
for full arms. Long sleeves are
not good for long arms. Sleeveless clothes are less .flattering .
than ones that have sieves.

Yakima '

· Yakima Public Schools will
have first grade, third grade,
fourth grade, sixth grade and
eighth grade vacancies; elementary vocal music, elementary library, and special edu- ·
cation on the elementary level.
On the junior high level they
·need a girls' counselor, math,
art and home economics. On
the high school ~evel reading
improvement, English or social
studies, French and Spanish,
commercial, girls' physical education, social studies, girls'
counselor, and boys' counselor.

Girl Watchers -Guide
•

I

I

•

Presented by Pall Mall Famous
.
. Cigarettes
.....

•

Pomeroy

...

Superintendent ·of Pomeroy,
Wash., will be on camp.us April
26. They need a first grade,
eighth math and coach, and
high school English and girls'
physical · education combination.
·Twisp

Superintendent of Twisp,
i.vash., will also be on campus
April 26. They have a vacancy
in the first grade.
1
Non-Teaching .

Division Director of Sales
Development; Spokane, will be
on campus April 26, to interview candidates who are interested in their saies trainee program.
A Red Cross representative
will be on campus April 27, to
interview anyone interested· in
employment with their organization inthe foll9wing areas:
recreation, social work, and
field personnel at military installations.
..
,

·1

...

Waitsburg

Superinte,nflent of Waitsburg, Wash., will. also be .on
campus April 27. They have a
fourth and fifth grade combination, eight h grade with tumbling and high school track, and
high school instrumental and
vocal music.

,.
,I

.

',.

·Jb~@@@!II '@0

West Valley

r

_..

Who may watch

Any male is eligible to become a girl watcher. There is
age limit, although most girl watchers are over ten
and under one hundred and four. Th~re are no height or
weight requirements, although taller men enjoy an obviat crowded. parties. The only strict requireous
. advantage
\
ment is one of character. The girl watcher is a man of

no

WHY BE AN AMAY.EUR?
JOIN THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
0~ GIRL WATCHERS NOW I

NORTHWEST BELL REP
TO BE HERE APRIL 30
TO INTERVIEW

PAGE EIGHT

.,,,.

Girl watchers are hon~rable men. , .0

Superintendent of West Valley School District, Spokane,
will be on campus May 1, to
interview prospective teachers.
They have need for second
gr~de, third grade, fourth,
sixth grade, ninth grade language arts and social studies
block (women preferred), and
seventh grade math and science block.
Anyone interested in any of
the above please make appointments through the Placement Office, Showalter 206.

A General Engineer.ing manager from Northwest Bell Telephone company will be on campus Monday, April 30 at 9 a. m.
for the purpose of interviewing seniors for the management trainee program .. To qualify for this program students
~hould have a background in
math, physical, or business.

. '. .

FREE MEMBERSHIP CARD. Visit the editorial office of
this publication for a free membership card in the.world's
only society devoted to discreet, b ut relentless, girl watch- !
ing. Constitution of the society on reverse side of card.

This ad based on the book, "The Girl Watcher's Guide." Text:
Copyright' by Donald J. Sauers. Drawings: Copyright by E ldon
Dedini. Reprinted by p~rmission of Harper & Brothers.

C A1

Co

Prodwrl of

honor. Since he can•t possibly. take notes. as the bird
watcher does,,we must rely on his word. T herefore, when
an experienced girl watcher teJls you he saw nine beautiful girls while on his way to class, he saw nine beautiful
girls. And when he tells you his Pall Mall is the cigaretJe
of the century, believe him. It is.

Pall Malls
natural mildness
is so good

to your taste !
So smooth, so satisfyjng,
so downright smokeable!

di'.'L ___ P"_____ __ "t::\1
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